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Introduction
We say that a ring Λ is a left PF-ring if every faithful left Λ-module is a
completely faithful Λ-module, that is, a generator in
 Δ3JΪ, the category of left
Λ-modules. Right PF-ring is similarly defined, and a both left and right
PF-ring is called a PF-ring. Several characterizations of PF-ring are researched
by several authors (See [1], [8], [12], [13], [14], and [16]). Especially Λ is
left PF if and only if Λis left self injective and a cogenerator in
 Λ
9Dfl (See [13]).
A left self cogenerator ring is not always a left PF-ring, but a both left and
right self cogenerator ring is always a PF-ring (See [8], [12], and [13]).
The aim of this paper is to study the relation between ring extension
concerning the property of PF or cogenerator. In section 1 we give a
generalization of T. Onodera's theorem; Frobenίus extension of a cogenerator
is again a cogenerator (See Satz 9 [12]). This theorem can be extended to
the case of quasi-Frobenius estension (Theorem 1.1). Next we give a sufficient
condition in order to reduce the property of PF or cogenerator of the over ring
to the basic ring. In section 2 we study some structures of self cogenerator
rings. And we give some necessary and sufficient conditions for cogenerators to
be quasi-Frobenius rings. We assume all rings have units and all subrings have
the common identities.
1. Quasi-Frobenius extension of cogenerator
Let Λ be a ring with 1 and Γ a subring of Λ having the same 1. Then we
say that Λ is a left quasi-Frobenius extension of Γ, if Λ is left Γ-finitely
generated projective and Λ is isomorphic to a direct summand of a finite

















The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Satz 2 of [10].
Lemma 1.1. Let ΛlDΓ be a ring extension. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
1) A is a left quasi-Frobenius extension of Γ.
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2) Λ is left Y-finίtely generated protective and there exist Y-Y-homomor-





Γ) to Λ sw^λ that ^  9>A(tfjb)=l.
3) Λ £y /<?/£ Y -finitely generated piojective and there exist Y-Y-homomor-




Proof. The equivalence 1)<^>2) have been proved by B. Mϋller in Satz 2
[10], so we need only to prove the equivalence 2)<=>3). Since
 Γ
Λ is finitely
generated projective, we have Λ-Λ-isomorphisms
Λ®
Γ






























) by this map. Hence the proof is straight-
forward.
Lemma 1.2. If Γ is a left self cogenerator ring and Λ is a right quasί-
Frobenίus extension of Γ, then for any minimal left ^.-module I there exists a
primitive idempotent e of Y such that Ye is an injectίve hull of a minimal left
ideal of Γ and Λe contains a copy of L
Proof. Let L be a maximal left ideal of Λ such that Λ/L^7. Then
we can regard Γ/Γ Π L as a Γ-submodule of Λ/L. Since Γ is a left self
cogenerator, there exists a minimal left ideal I of Γ and an idempotent e in Γ
such that I is a homomorphic image of Γ/Γ Π L and Ye is an injective hull of
I by Lemma 1 [13]. Since Ye is Γ-injective there exists a Γ-homomorphism /
of Λ/L to Ye such that /(Γ/Γ Π L)= I and/(l+L)Φθ. On the other hand, since
Λ is a right quasi-Frobenius extension of Γ, there exist ^x^®y^ &— 1,2, •• ,/x,
in Λ®
Γ





,rΓr) *=1, 2, ,fi, such that Σ Σ ak(x^)ylk)=l. Ifk i
=0 for all k, then
/(I) = /(Σ Σ α^'K'ϊ) = Σ Σ «*(*ί*
= Σ «ft(Σ aSWI)) = Σ «*(0) = o
ft i *
a contradiction. Hence Σ ^/(iVί^DφO f°r some &. Then the map: λ->
I
Σ^i^/CVί*^) is a non zero Λ-map form Λ/L to Λ*>, since Σ^i^/ίjί^^^Λ Γe.
i »
Hence Ae contains a copy of I=A/L.
Corollary 1.1. If Y is a left self cogenerator ring and Λ is a right quasi-
Frobenius extension of Γ, Λ is a right S-rίng.
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Proof. A ring is a right S-ring if and only if it contains a copy of every
minimal left module of it. Hence the proof is immediate by Lemma 1.2.
Now we come to our main purpose.
Theorem 1.1. Let A be a quasί-Frobenius extension of Y. Then if A is
a left (or right) self cogenerator ring, A is so. And if Y is left (or right) PF, Λ
is so.
Proof. Suppose Γ is a left self cogenerator ring. Let / be an arbitrary
minimal left Λ-module. Then there exists an idempotent e of Γ such that
Ye is Γ-injective and Ae contains a copy o f / by Lemma 1.2. On the other
n









 Then, since e^Γ,
ΔΛKθ Δ( Σθ Horn (ΓΛ, ΓI» » Λ( Σ®Hom(ΓΛ, ΓIY)).




Ye) is Λ-injective by Prop. 1.4 Chap. VI
[3]. Therefore Ae is Λ-injective, and Λ contains a copy of the injective hull
of /. Thus we see that Λ is a left self cogenerator. Next suppose Γ is left
PF. By Remark 2 on Page 349 [10], Λ is left (Λ, Γ)-injective. While, Λ




(ΓΘ ΘΓ) and Γ is left self injective. Then








Λ) and the latter is left Λ-
injective by Prop. 1.4, Chap. VI [3]. Thus Λ is a left self injective self
cogenerator, and Λ is left PF.
REMARK. In the proof of Theorem 1.1, in case Γ is left PF, we need only
the condition that Λ is left (Λ, Γ)-injective and Λ is left Γ-finitely generated
projective. But if Λ is a right quasi-Frobenius extension of Γ, Λ is also left
Γ-finitely generated projective. Hence we get the following fact;
In case A is a left semi-simple and right quasi-Frobenius extension of Γ, if Y
is left PF, A is so.
Now we consider the converse situation.





is left Y-torsίonless and right Y-flat. Then if A is a left self cogenerator, Y is
so, and if A is left PF, Y is so.
Proof. Suppose Λ is a left self cogenerator. Let A=Y®M with M
a right Γ-submodule and I and arbitrary maximal left ideal of Γ. Then Λl=
ΓI0MI=I0MIΦΛ. Let L be a maximal left ideal of Λ which contains Λϊ.
Then L Γ\ Γ=I, and we can regard Γ/I as a Γ-submodule of Λ/L. Since Λ is a
cogenerator in
 Λ
3K, it contains a copy of the injective hull E of Λ/L. Since Λ is
right Γ-flat, E is left Γ-injective. Therefore Λ contains a copy of the injective
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hull E" (CZ?) of Γ/I as left Γ-module. Hence Λ is a left Γ-cogenerator by
Lemma 1 [13]. Since
 Γ
Λ is a submodule of
 Γ
(ΠΓ), r(ΠΓ) is, consequent-
ly? pΓ is acogenerator by Lemma 1 [14]. Next suppose Λ is left PF. Then
Γ is a left self cogenerator by the above proof. Let lly 12 be distinct maximal
left ideal of Γ and L{ be a maximal left ideal of Λ containing Λlf for /=!, 2.
Then Z/jφLg, since Lt Π Γ=I, . Since Λ/Rad Λ is semi-simple artinean by Th. 7
[1], Λ has but finitely many maximal left ideals. Hence Γ has but finitely many
maximal left ideals. Therefore Γ is left PF by Th. 1 [14].















 by Prop. 5.6 [7]. Hence this type of extension satisfies the condition
of Proposition 1.1. Hence we have







, and suppose 1) Λ is a quasi-Frobenius extension of Γ, or 2) Λ is a left
semi-simple and right quasi-Frobenius extension ofT. Then Λ is a left self cogener-
ator (or left PF) if and only if Γ is so.
Proof. All we have to do is to prove that if Γ is a left self cogenerator, Λ is
a left self cogenerator in case 2). Let / be an arbitrary minimal left Λ-module.
Then there exists an idempotent e of Γ such that Ye is Γ-injective and Λ£











r(Γe0 ®Γ0). So, Ke is Γ-injective, and we see that Ke is Λ-injective since
Λ is left semi-simple over Γ. Hence Λ contains a copy of injective hull of
every minimal left Λ-module, and Λ is a left self cogenerator.







. Then Λ is left (or right) self cogenerator if and only if Γ is so,
and Λ is left (or rίgh) PF if and only if Γ is so.
Proof. It is already known that a separable extension of this type becomes
a quasi-Frobenius extension. Therefore the proof is direct from Proposition 1.2.







 becomes a quasi-Frobenius extension was informed to the author
at the seminar of ring theory on Norikura in August 1968. As the proof is not














































. Since Λ is a
separable extension of Γ, there exists Σ^ ®^* m A(g)
Γ
Λ such that ^x












(Γ, Λ)-splits by the map
























, and Λ is a left quasi-Frobenius
extension of Γ by Satz 2 [10]. Similarly it is a right quasi-Frobenius extension.
There have been a problem whether a left PF-ring is always a right PF-ring.
It is very likely that the answer is no. But in a special case we have
Theorem 1.2. In case a ring Λ is a quasi-Frobenius algebra over a com-
mutative ring R, the following conditions are equivalent',
1) R is a self cogenerator ring.
2) R is a PF-rίng.
3) A is a left self cogenerator.
4) Λ is a left PF-rίng.
5) Λ is a right self cogenerator.
6) Λ is a right PF-rίng.
Proof. Since every commutative self cogenerator ring is PF, by Prop. 2
[14] and since a quasi-Frobenius P-algebra is /^-finitely generated projective and
Λ, the proof is immediate by Proposition 1.2.
2. Remark on the structure of self cogenerator rings
We denote the left (resp. right) socle of a ring Λ by Si (resp. S
r
) and the
socle of Λ as Λ-Λ-module by St.
Theorem 2.1. If A is a left self cogenerator ring, then St<^SrdSι. If
furthermore A contains the ίnjectίve hull of every minimal left ideal of it, St=Sr
= Sf.
Proof. Let α be an arbitrary minimal two sided ideal of Λ. α contains a
minimal right ideal ϊ by Lemma 3 [14]. Then Λr=α since α is minimal.
Since Λt is a sum of minimal right ideals of Λ which are isomorphic to ϊ, αc S
r
,
and consequently StC.Sr. Suppose xA is a minimal right ideal, and let
I be a maximal left ideal of Λ which contains l(x), the left annihilators of x.
Then Λ/I is isomorphic to some minimal left ideal Ay such that E(Ay)dA,
where by E(Ay) we mean the injective hull of Ay and we have a homomorphism
Ax— *Ay which maps x to y. Since E(Ay) is contained in Λ, we see x\=y
for some λ^Λ, and yAdxA. This implies xA=yA, for xA is minimal, and
x=yz for some #eΛ. Then we see Ax is minimal, since it is a homomorphic
image of Ay which is minimal. Therefore S
r
dSι. Next, suppose that Λ
contains the injective hull of every minimal left ideal of it. Let ϊ be an arbitrary
minimal left ideal of Λ, and α be the sum of all minimal left ideals which are
isomorphic to I. Clearly α is a two sided ideal. Let b be a non zero two sided
subideal of α, Ij a minimal left ideal contained in b, and I2 an arbitrary minimal
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left ideal contained in α. Evidently we have ϊ^l^L,. Since there exist
minimal injective ideals Et such that l^EfCi Λ ί=l,2 by assumption, there exist
idempotents e{ such that Ei=Aei /—1,2, and the isomorphism 1^12 is extended
to Λ^^Λ^2. The latter isomorphism is given by the right multiplication of
some e
λ
\e2. Hence I2—I^λ^Cb. This shows α=b, and α is a minimal two
sided ideal. Hence ldSty and SιdSt. Thus we have St=Sr—Sι.
REMARK. A ring which satisfies the condition in Theorem 2.1 but is not
a left PF-r'mg really exists. The example introduced by B. Osofsky, Example
2 [13] satisfies this condition. It is easy to check that all minimal right ideals
are precisely #,-/?, counting the right annihilator of every principal right ideal.
REMARK. Following Y. Utumi we say that a ring Λ is a left continuous ring
if for every left ideal A of Λ there exists an idempotent e in Λ such that Ke is
an essential extension of A and if for any left ideal B and any idempotent/, B^
Λ/implies B=Ae for some idempotent e. If Λ is a left self cogenerator and
left continuous, it satisfies the condition. But the author does not know whether
such a ring becomes a left PF-ήng.
Proposition 2.1. For a ring Λ the following three conditions are equivalent:
1) A is a quasi-Frobenίus ring.
2) Λ is a left self cogenerator with the ascending chain condition for left
annihilator ideals.
3) Λ is a left self cogenerator with the ascending chain condition for right
annihilator ideals.
Proof. The equivalence 1)^2) is clear, since every left ideal is an annihilator
ideal by Lemma 2 [14]. Hence we need to show only 3)=^1). Let I^^Z) •••
Z)IMZ) ••• be an arbitrary descending chain of left ideals. Then r(lj dr(l2)c: •
Cr(IM)c , and we have r(lk)=r(lk+l)= for some k by assumption. Since
If =/(r(I/)), we have lk—U+1— •••. Thus Λ is left artinean and left self injective.
Therefore Λ is a quasi-Frobenius ring.
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